The relationship between cortical thickness (CThick) and sulcal depth (SDepth) changes across brain regions during development. Epilepsy youth have CThick and SDepth abnormalities and prevalent psychiatric disorders.
Studies on large samples of typically developing children (TDC) demonstrate that cortical thickness (CThick) increases in early childhood and decreases in late childhood and adolescence across brain regions.
1,2 Parallel age-related global decrease in sulcal depth (SDepth) and increased sulcal widening of 52 youth, aged 11-15 years, were more prominent in the frontal and occipital lobes. 3, 4 In 923 healthy participants, aged 9-21 years, Vandekar et al 4 found an age-related global and linear positive relationship between decreased CThick and SDepth that was associated with increased myelination in the depth of the sulci.
Children with new onset and chronic focal epilepsy have widespread age-related CThick abnormalities. 5 Children with absence epilepsy do not demonstrate the normal age-related changes involving a decrease in CThick and increase in SDepth in the frontal, somatosensory and temporal regions. 6 Those with new onset juvenile myoclonic epilepsy have increased CThick in frontotemporo-parietal areas. 7 Children with intractable seizures also show widespread cortical thinning. 8 Of note, seizure variables were unrelated to the findings in these studies.
Abnormal CThick due to delayed or impaired thinning is found in children without epilepsy who have attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), 9 major depression, 10 anxiety disorders, 11 and problems with attention, 12 mood, 13 and social skills.
14 These diagnoses and behaviour problems, prevalent in epidemiological 15, 16 and community studies [17] [18] [19] of children with epilepsy with average IQ, are unrelated to seizure variables. Several studies have demonstrated increased cortical thinning in epilepsy youth with ADHD, behaviour problems, and anxiety disorder diagnoses. [20] [21] [22] However, there have been no studies on the relationship between CThick and SDepth and whether it plays a role in the psychiatric comorbidity of children with epilepsy. Therefore, the study presented in this paper examined the following exploratory hypotheses. First, the CThick-SDepth relationship in subregions of the frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital cortices will be different in children with focal epilepsy compared with TDC of comparable age and gender. Second, seizure variables will not be related to abnormal CThick-SDepth associations in the focal epilepsy participants. Third, we also explored whether the abnormal CThick-SDepth relationships will be evident in children with focal epilepsy compared with those without psychiatric diagnoses. Evidence for these abnormalities could begin to shed light on mechanisms underlying the psychiatric comorbidity of children with epilepsy.
Method Participants
This study included 42 individuals with focal epilepsy (6.1-16.2 years) and 46 TDC participants (6.1-15.3 years) comparable on age and gender. Four patients, not TDC, were left-handed. Patients were included in the study if they had clinical manifestations of focal epilepsy according to the International Classification of Epilepsy 23 and at least one seizure during the past year that was confirmed by a University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) board certified paediatric neurologist. We excluded patients with other epilepsy syndromes, a mixed seizure disorder, minor motor seizures, previous epilepsy surgery, a neurological illness other than epilepsy, chronic medical illness, imaging evidence for structural brain abnormalities, a metabolic disorder, a hearing disorder, IQ below 70, and bilingual speakers of American English who did not attend English-speaking schools or speak English at home.
Patients were recruited from UCLA and University of Southern California (USC) tertiary clinics (41.9%) and community sources, Los Angeles and Anaheim Kaiser Permanente, Los Angeles and San Diego Chapters of the Epilepsy Foundation of America, and private practices (58.1%), as described in detail in Caplan et al. 18 The parents and children's medical records provided information on age at onset, seizure frequency, current anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs), illness duration, and history of prolonged seizures >5 min (Table 1) . Electroencephalogram recordings done around the time of diagnosis indicated left, right, bilateral, and no lateralisation in 32.5%, 15%, 30%, and 22.5% of epileptic activity respectively, which was temporal in 35%, frontotemporal in 30%, and not localised in 12% of the patients. Two participants (5%) had secondary generalisation.
To include control participants from ethnic and socioeconomic status backgrounds similar to the focal epilepsy group, we recruited TDC from four public and two private Los Angeles schools. The study coordinator screened potential participants for neurological, psychiatric, language, and hearing disorders through a telephone conversation with a parent. We excluded children with a past psychiatric diagnosis or who met the criteria for a psychiatric disorder in the structured psychiatric interview, described below, once enrolled in the study. Table 1 also presents the demographic characteristics and IQ of the study groups. Socioeconomic status was based on parental occupational and educational status, using the Hollingshead two factor index. 24 Hollingshead levels I and II represent high and levels III-V represent low socioeconomic status. Other than significantly higher full-scale IQ in the TDC compared with the focal epilepsy group, the study groups did not differ significantly on age, gender, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status.
Procedures
After the procedures were fully explained, written informed consent and assent were obtained from parents and children respectively. The UCLA, USC, and Kaiser Institutional Review Boards approved the study.
Psychopathology
A psychiatrist (R.C.) or a trained research assistant administered the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and SchizophreniaPresent and Lifetime Version (K-SADS-PL) 25 separately to each child and parent about the child. The child and parent often talked about the child's seizures during the interview. As a result, the interviewers were not blinded with regard to seizure disorder diagnosis. Current and lifetime Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) 26 diagnoses were made based on information obtained from both the child and parent interviews.
Cognition
The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Third Edition (WISC-III) 27 was administered to all children to obtain a fullscale IQ score.
Imaging and cortical morphometry
Structural magnetic resonance brain image volumes were acquired on a 1.5 Tesla GE Signa scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI), using a high-resolution three-dimensional (3D) T-1 weighted spoiled grass (SPGR) sequence with the following acquisition parameters: sagittal plane acquisition; slice thickness of 1.2 mm; repetition time of 24 ms; echo time of 9 ms; flip angle of 22; acquisition matrix of 256 × 192; file-of-view of 240 × 240 mm 2 , and two excitations.
The skull, scalp, extracranial tissue, cerebellum, and brain stem (at the level of the diencephalon) were removed from each image data using an automated method 28 followed by a quality check. The remaining image volume was then corrected for intensity inhomogeneity using the non-parametric non-uniform intensity normalisation (N3) technique. 29 Each individual's cortical surface reconstructions modelling of various layers of cortical grey matter (GM) tissue (i.e. GM and white matter interface (GM/ WM)), center of GM tissue mantle, and GM and cerebrospinal fluid interface (GM/CSF) were extracted using a cortical reconstruction method using implicit surface evolution (CRUISE) technique. 30, 31 Each resulting cortical surface was represented as a triangle mesh comprising of approximately 300 000 mesh vertices.
CThick ( Fig. 1a and b) at each point in the cortical GM tissue mantle was defined as the sum of the distances from this point to the GM/WM and GM/CSF tissue boundaries following a flow field which guarantees a one-to-one, symmetric, and continuous correspondence between the two tissue boundaries. 32, 33 CThick was estimated in millimeters at 3D image voxels on the GM tissue mantle. Estimated cortical thickness values were mapped onto the corresponding central cortical surface using trilinear interpolation at each mesh vertex.
Within the cortical surface reconstruction framework, sulcal regions ( Fig. 1c and d ) are defined as the openings surrounded by the buried, inward folded cortex. Therefore, SDepth measure was defined as a distance from the cortical surface to a reference outer cortical surface that tightly surrounds the cortical surface, outlining the exposed cortex without entering into the sulcal openings. To capture the true depth measure for the sulcal region in medial cortical surface, separate outer surfaces per cortical hemisphere were generated. Specifically, focusing on one cortical hemisphere, a geometric deformable surface model expanding the central cortical surface outwards at sulcal points was used to construct an outer cortical surface representation. 32 The SDepth measure from the central cortical surface to the resulting outer cortical surfaces (one per hemisphere) was estimated.
A spherical mapping-based cortical spatial normalisation technique 34 was used to match anatomically homologous cortical features between each participant's cortical surface and the cortical surface model of International Consortium for Brain Mapping high-resolution single participant template where anatomical cortical labels were defined. 35 Since this is the first study to be conducted on CThick-SDepth associations in children with epilepsy, based on cortical spatial normalisation parameters, average CThick and average SDepth measures were computed on the participant's native cortical surface model in the frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital lobes, as described in Alemán-Gómez et al 3 and Vandekar et al 4 , and in subregions of interest for which we previously found differences in the CThick and SDepth of children with epilepsy compared with healthy control participants. 5, 6 These included sulcal regions in frontal (superior frontal, middle frontal, inferior frontal, lateral orbitofrontal, medial orbitofrontal, pre-central, and gyrus rectus), parietal (superior parietal, inferior parietal, supramarginal, post-central, and cuneus), temporal (superior, middle, inferior), and occipital (precuneus, lingual, inferior occipital, middle occipital, and fusiform) cortices (Fig. 2) .
Data analysis
Prior to statistical analyses, all data were inspected for outliers, skewness, and homogeneity of variance to ensure their appropriateness for parametric statistical tests. Children with focal epilepsy and TDC were compared on demographic measures using t-tests for continuous variables and chi-squared tests for categorical variables.
First, regional associations between CThick and SDepth were examined within groups using Pearson's correlations. The primary regions of interest for this study were frontal (superior frontal, middle frontal, inferior frontal, lateral fronto-orbital, medial fronto-orbital, pre-central, and gyrus rectus), parietal (superior parietal, inferior parietal, supramarginal, post-central, and cuneus), temporal (inferior temporal, middle temporal, and inferior temporal), and occipital (precuneus, lingual, inferior occipital, middle occipital, and fusiform). Due to the multiple subregions examined within each primary region, we used a significance level of 0.007 (0.05/7) for frontal (seven subregions), 0.017 (0.05/3) for temporal (three subregions), and 0.01 (0.05/5) for parietal and occipital (five subregions each). Further analyses were conducted only for those associations that were significant at these levels.
Within the focal epilepsy group, we examined whether seizure variables (age at seizure onset, seizure frequency, and presence of prolonged seizures) and presence of psychopathology were related to the CThick-SDepth associations. Multiple regression models were used, with regional SDepth as the dependent variable, and the same regional CThick, age at onset/seizure control/prolonged seizures, and the interaction of CThick with the seizure variables as the independent variables. In another set of regression models, instead of the seizure variables, the presence of psychiatric diagnosis and the interaction of CThick with psychiatric diagnosis were used as the independent variables. We also estimated models using regional CThick as the dependent and regional SDepth (seizure/psychopathology variable and the appropriate interaction term) as the independent variables, but the findings remained the same; hence we present only one set of findings to demonstrate the effect of seizure or psychopathology variables on the CThickSDepth associations. For those regions that exhibited a significant effect of psychiatric diagnosis on the CThick-SDepth associations, we also conducted a three-group comparison (TDC, focal epilepsy without a psychiatric diagnosis, and focal epilepsy with a psychiatric diagnosis) to determine the differential associations of CThick and SDepth across these three groups of participants. A significance level of 0.05 was adopted for these inferences.
Results

CThick-SDepth associations in focal epilepsy and in TDC groups
Within the TDC group, there was a significant negative CThickSDepth correlation in the medial fronto-orbital (r=−0.42, P=0.005) region but not in the focal epilepsy group (r=−0.009, P=0.9; Fig. 3a) . CThick was positively and significantly related to SDepth in the pre-central (r=0.50, P=0.0008) and post-central regions (r=0.43, P=0.004) of the focal epilepsy group but not in the TDC group (pre-central: r=−0.07, P=0.7; post-central: r=−0.19, P=0.2). No other CThick-SDepth correlations for either group were significant at the levels specified.
CThick-SDepth and seizure variables in focal epilepsy
Both of the seizure variables (age at onset, seizure control, or prolonged seizures) played a role in the lack of CThick-SDepth correlation in the medial fronto-orbital region in focal epilepsy (F(1,34)=0.5-0.8, P=0.4-0.5). 
2).
A history of prolonged seizures was unrelated to the CThickSDepth association in the pre-central region (F(1,36) =2.1, P=0.2) but was related to the CThick-SDepth correlation in the postcentral region (F(1,36) =6.0, P=0.02). Post hoc testing demonstrated a positive post-central CThick-SDepth slope in the patients with (slope=0.7, t=4.0, P=0.0003) but not in those without prolonged seizures (slope=0.02, t=0.11, P=0.9). There were no significant differences in the demographic, IQ, and seizure variables of the focal epilepsy participants with and without a history of prolonged seizures ( Table 2) .
CThick-SDepth and psychopathology in focal epilepsy
A total of 18 (43.9%) children in the focal epilepsy group had a psychiatric diagnosis and 24 did not (56.1%). Of the 18 patients with a psychiatric diagnosis, 4 (9.8%) had ADHD, 7 (17.1%) had affective disorder (anxiety disorder and/or depression), 6 (17.6%) had comorbid ADHD and anxiety/affective diagnoses, and 1 (2.4%) had other diagnoses. As evident from Table 1 , there were no significant differences in the seizure variables of the focal epilepsy participants with and without a psychiatric diagnosis. For SDepth in the pre-central region, there was a significant interaction effect of CThick × presence of a psychiatric diagnosis (F(1,36)=4.9, P=0.03). Post hoc testing demonstrated a positive pre-central CThick-SDepth slope in the patients with a psychiatric diagnosis (slope=0.5, t=3.6, P=0.0009) but not in those without a psychiatric diagnosis (slope=0.004, t=0.03, P=0.9). Similarly for post-central SDepth, a significant interaction effect of CThick × presence of a psychiatric diagnosis (F(1,36)=7.2, P=0.01) demonstrated that the CThick-SDepth significant association was accounted for by the focal epilepsy participants with a psychiatric diagnosis (CThick-SDepth slope=0.9, t=3.8, P=0.0006) in contrast to those without a psychiatric diagnosis (slope=0.05, t=0.3, P=0.8).
Presence of psychiatric diagnosis did not play a role in the lack of medial fronto-orbital CThick-SDepth correlation in focal epilepsy (F(1,34)=0.15, P=0.7) .
Comparison of the CThick-SDepth associations in the three groups (TDC, focal epilepsy with a psychiatric diagnosis, and focal epilepsy without a psychiatric diagnosis) yielded a significant interaction term for both pre-central (F(2,79)=5.0, P=0.009) and post-central regions (F(2,79)=8.5, P=0.0005), indicating a group difference in the CThick-SDepth associations. The focal epilepsy with a psychiatric diagnosis exhibited a significant CD-SDepth association but there was no evidence of a CThick-SDepth association in either the TDC or the focal epilepsy without a psychiatric diagnosis group (Fig. 3b and c) .
Handedness
None of the findings changed when we computed all the above analyses without the four left-handed participants with focal epilepsy.
Discussion
This is the first study to demonstrate a structural developmental abnormality involving CThick-SDepth in paediatric focal epilepsy. The significant negative CThick-SDepth association in the medial fronto-orbital region in the TDC was not found in the children with focal epilepsy. It is also the first study to demonstrate that children with focal epilepsy with a psychiatric diagnosis have an abnormal positive pre-central and post-central CThick-SDepth relationship in contrast to the patients without a psychiatric diagnosis and the TDC group. Regarding seizure variables, there was a significant positive post-central CThick-SDepth association in focal epilepsy participants with but not without a history of prolonged seizures. However, this variable, as well as age at onset and seizure frequency, was unrelated to the study's developmental and psychopathology CThick-SDepth abnormalities.
CThick-SDepth and development
The negative CThick-SDepth association in the medial frontoorbital regions of the TDC is similar to the frontal lobe findings in Alemán-Gómez et al's prospective 2-year study on 52 TDC, aged 11-15 years. 3 The lack of a negative CThick-SDepth association in the medial fronto-orbital region of the focal epilepsy group suggests that focal epilepsy might affect age-related changes in CThick-SDepth associations. Given the cross-sectional nature of our study, we cannot determine whether this finding reflects a developmental delay or abnormality. Lack of involvement of the occipital lobe in the TDC's CThick-SDepth findings in our study in contrast to Alemán-Gómez et al's study might reflect our wider age range of 6-16 years, the cross-sectional study design, and methodological differences in the computation of CThick and SDepth.
Vandekar et al's 4 cross-sectional study findings on 923 TDC, aged 9-21 years, demonstrated that increased myelination plays a role in the CThick-SDepth relationship in SDepths across brain regions. Although we did not examine WM, children with new onset and chronic focal epilepsy have increased WM volume 36 and abnormalities in the microstructure of WM. 37 Studies are needed to determine whether our negative CThick-SDepth medial fronto-orbital developmental finding might represent poor myelination in focal epilepsy.
The medial fronto-orbital region subserves motivation, reward, and cognitive modulation of affect; 38 theory of mind skills, such as intentionality 39 and mentalising; 40 as well as valuebased decision-making. 41 By integrating factual and emotional information, the orbital frontal region regulates decision-making through the reappraisal of the affective or motivational importance of stimuli (see review in Happaney et al 42 ) . Structural and functional abnormalities in this brain region are associated with emotional dysregulation involving behaviours, such as impulsivity, 43 aggression, 44 and suicide, 45 as well as psychiatric disorders, including depression, 46 bipolar disorder, 47 schizophrenia, 48 substance misuse, 49 and pathological gambling.
50
Several cross-sectional studies have demonstrated GM volume and thickness abnormalities in the orbital frontal region in children with new onset epilepsy 20, 22 and in those with chronic epilepsy. 51, 52 In light of the psychiatric, cognitive, and social skill comorbidities of paediatric epilepsy (see review in Hamiwka et al 53 ), studies are warranted to examine the functional implications of a developmental abnormality involving the medial frontal orbital in children with focal epilepsy.
Pre-central and post-central CThick-SDepth, epilepsy, and psychopathology Supporting our findings, one of the main predictors of brain maturity in a large TDC sample was CThick in the sensorimotor area and the other was CThick in the association areas. 54 The precentral and post-central regions are involved in both paediatric and adult epilepsy. Children with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) 55 and those with frontal lobe epilepsy 56 have abnormal resting functional connectivity in these regions. Reduced functional 57 and structural connectivity 58 between the hippocampus and these regions in adult TLE patients and cortical thinning in adult TLE surgical candidates 59 and patients who underwent surgery 60 further supports the involvement of these regions in focal epilepsy. None of these child and adult studies examined the presence of psychiatric diagnoses nor excluded epilepsy patients with these 62 CThick is reduced in the left medial orbital frontal region of children with new onset epilepsy and anxiety disorder compared with healthy controls. 22 To date, there have been no morphometric studies on depression in children with epilepsy. Although parent-reported broad-band and narrow-band Child Behaviour Checklist scores in children with new onset seizures were associated with widespread cortical thinning, this did not involve the pre-central and post-central regions. 20 Similar to studies demonstrating no relationship of seizure variables with morphometric abnormalities [5] [6] [7] [8] and with psychopathology, [17] [18] [19] 63 age at onset and seizure frequency were unrelated to the pre-central and post-central CThick-SDepth and psychopathology associations. Thus, the neuropathology involved in focal epilepsy, not ongoing seizures, might underlie the psychiatric comorbidity already evident at or prior to the onset of seizures. 64, 65 Despite the significant positive post-central CThick-SDepth correlation in the patients with a history of prolonged seizures, this variable was unrelated to the presence/ absence of psychiatric diagnoses. If confirmed on a large focal epilepsy sample with and without a history of prolonged seizures, abnormal pre-central and post-central CThick-SDepth associations might represent a biomarker of the psychiatric comorbidity of children with focal epilepsy.
Limitations
The study included a relatively small sample of children, particularly regarding the psychopathology subgroups, with a wide age distribution, different types of psychiatric diagnoses, a history of prolonged seizures in almost half the patients, and four left-handed patients. However, the number of participants in the focal epilepsy and TDC groups was well balanced; participants were evenly distributed across the age range; and they were comparable in terms of age, gender, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status, variables that can affect morphometric measures. 66 There were also no significant differences in age, IQ, and seizure variables of the focal epilepsy patients with and without a psychiatric diagnosis. Analyses of the study's hypotheses without the four left-handed participants demonstrated consistent findings. Nevertheless, the cross-sectional study design, large number of patients with prolonged seizures, and clinical heterogeneity of focal epilepsy (frontal, temporal, fronto-temporal, and no focal EEG findings) limit generalisability of the developmental findings, and underscore the need to replicate the findings in a large prospective study with comparable subgroups of patients with and without prolonged seizures.
Regarding the study's morphometric measures, we measured SDepth from the bottom of sulcus (sulcal fundi) to an outer surface tightly wrapped around the cortex. When interpreting changes in SDepth and sulcal width, it is important to consider three geometries: the gyral crown, the sulcal banks, and the sulcal fundi. If cortical pruning and thickening are not uniform across these geometries, it might translate to decreased or increased SDepth depending on the relative change in the gyral crown and sulcal fundi. Although these three geometries contribute to the SDepth measure we used, we did not differentiate between them as done in Vandekar et al. 4 We used a conservative method to establish significance of the findings because of the large number of brain regions for which we studied CThick and SDepth.
Finally, unrelated to seizure variables, children with focal epilepsy and average intelligence have a developmental abnormality involving a lack of a significant negative medial fronto-orbital CThick-SDepth relationship. A positive pre-central and post-central CThick-SDepth association, evident in focal epilepsy patients with a psychiatric diagnosis, might be a biomarker of psychiatric comorbidity in paediatric focal epilepsy.
